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I. Anthropocene and planetary boundaries
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Planetary boundaries and justice in a global context:

Sustainability, well-being and planetary boundaries: 
the question of the Earth's habitability
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II. Bioeconomics in a few words

• The question of the biophysical limits to the 
economic development of societies over a long 
period of time.

• The economic sphere is as a subset of the 
biosphere and this is a key to understand the 
historical dimension of development because of 
the limited access to a stock of resources that can 
be drawn from Nature.
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Why bioeconomics?

• A better understanding of the role of qualitative 
changes in the analysis of economic phenomena to 
guide the transition to a sustainable economic 
model

• A global perspective (biosphere) of economic 
systems allowing co-evolutionary processes 
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II. Bioeconomics in a few words

 Nicholas Georgescu-Roegen (1906-1994)
 The Entropy Law and the Economic Process (1971)

 A new approach about the relationship between economic 
activity and the environment, which is inseparable from the 
historical dimension of the development of societies 
(historical time). 

 A vision of economics deeply rooted in physics and biology 
(material feature)



 Biological dimension:
 The economic process appears to be an extension of 

the endosomatic evolution, i. e. the continuation of the 
biological evolution (Lotka’s influence) ;

 Exosomatic instruments (tools, objects, techniques, 
innovations) which are produced with energy and 
material resources from the environment, for the 
satisfaction of human needs.

 “The term [bioeconomics] is intended to make us bear 
in mind continuously the biological origin of the 
economic process and thus spotlights the problem of 
mankind's existence with a limited store of accessible 
resources, unevenly located and unequally 
appropriated” (1977).
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II. Bioeconomics in a few words



 Physical dimension: The entropy law
 “From the viewpoint of thermodynamics, matter-

energy enters the economic process in a state of 
low entropy and comes out of it in a state of high 
entropy” (1976). 

 « The material universe ( ... ) continuously 
undergoes a qualitative change, actually a 
qualitative degradation of energy » (1971).

 An evolutionary law which explains the existence 
of waste
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II. Bioeconomics in a few words



 The entropy law:
• In a closed system (which exchanges energy but not 

matter with its environment), entropy is continuously
increasing.

• Every real process is irreversible: there is dissipation of 
energy (heat, pollutions…) and energy cannot be
recycled.

NGR outlined the role of the entropy law which is 
directly related to the notion of irreversibility in 
physics.
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II. Bioeconomics in a few words



• An extension of the entropy law: the fourth law 
stated by NGR (1981): 
• "In a closed system, available matter continuously 

and irrevocably dissipates, thus becoming 
unavailable“ 
 matter maters too!
matter cannot be completely recycled

• Entropy can account for qualitative changes and 
outlines the direction of any economic process 
(matter-energy dissipation)
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II. Bioeconomics in a few words
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II. Bioeconomics in a few words



 A “natural” trend outlines the direction of any economic 
process: irreversibility (for the first time, the irreversibility is 
introduced in economics)

 Irreversibility is driven by the matter-energy dissipation 
 Matter-energy dissipation is the physical feature of all the 

economic activities; no production without waste!
 The immaterial feature of bioeconomics: 

 The enjoyment of life
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II. Bioeconomics in a few words



 Bioeconomics involves to reconsider economics as a new 
relationship to nature and time. 

 If the purpose of economic activity is the satisfaction of 
human needs and therefore finally the conservation of the 
human species over a long period of time, then some 
principles of ethics and justice must be introduced into 
economics.
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II. Bioeconomics in a few words



 We and the others
 The preservation of the human species through the 

satisfaction of needs ; “the enjoyment of life”
 “Humankind must be”
 Linking economics, nature and ethics

 Ethics: do not forget future generations!
 « Thou shalt love they species as thyself (…)  each 

generation must take into account the demand (i.e. 
the needs) of future generations, for these 
generations cannot yet be present to bid their share 
of mankind’s dowry of available matter-energy” 
(1977).
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III. Georgescu-Roegen’s ethics: some main features
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 The problem stands at a global level:

 How to share the ressources between generations?
 Intergenerational equity: 

 « One of the most important ecological problems for mankind, 
therefore, is the relationship of the quality of life of one generation 
with another –more specifically, the distribution of mankind’s dowry 
among all generations. » (1976)

 How to preserve available energy and material 
endowments?  and how to ensure that the needs of all 
generations are harmonized? 
 2 ethical principles are introduced by NGR

III. Georgescu-Roegen’s ethics: some main features
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 First bioeconomic principle: Principle of maximizing the 
life span of the human species (instead of the principle of 
maximizing well-being):
 “if the present  inflow from nature is incommensurate with the 

safety of our species, it is only because the population is too large 
and part of it enjoys excessive comfort. Economic decisions will 
always forcibly involve both flows and stocks. Is it not true that 
mankind's problem is to economize a stock for as large an amount 
of life as possible, which implies to minimize a flow for some 
"good life"?”(1975)

 How?
 “The only way to protect the future generations, at least from the 

excessive consumption of resources during the present bonanza, 
is by reeducating ourselves so as to feel some sympathy for our 
future fellow humans in the same way in which we have come to 
be interested in the well-being of our contemporary « neighbors »” 
(1975)

 ”to do with less”

III. Georgescu-Roegen’s ethics: some main features
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 Second bioeconomic principle: Principle of 
minimizing regrets:
 « As a guide for mankind’s conduct, I urge that we

should adopt the principle of minimizing regrets » 
(1977). 

 A principle for an historical time 
 To care about the future: present generations have 

a duty towards future generations (the legacy of a 
stock of matter-energy resources)

 A conservation strategy for the future: a new “job” 
for the humanity!

III. Georgescu-Roegen’s ethics: some main features
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 Philosophical scope of bioeconomics: 
An ethics of limits which is based on the 
acknowledgement of interdependencies, qualitative 
changes, dissipation of energy-matter resources.

 A perspective which is rooted in a form of ecocentrism: 
 Ecological solidarity inspired from A. Leopold (land 

ethics; integrity; biotic community) 
 Moral community is global: it concerns biosphere and 

living species
 Interdependencies between human and the biosphere: 

(historical time; biogeochemical cycles)

III. Georgescu-Roegen’s ethics: some main features



 Ecocentrism: humans and Nature are not separate. 
 They form a "biotic community", where only the 

whole has value and not the individual elements: an 
expression of solidarity between living beings.

 A Sand County Almanac (1949), Aldo Leopold’s 
“The Land Ethic” essay is an appeal for moral 
responsibility to the natural world. The ‘community’ 
includes animals, plants and the land itself.
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III. Georgescu-Roegen’s ethics: some main features
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Finally, a strong feature of the ethics of limits is based on an
interdependence principle:

 There is a human duty for preserving the biosphere as well as 
the quality of life of successive generations .

 Considering the two bioeconomic principles and the last one 
mentioned above, 3 major consequences:
 The economic process is bounded by ecological and ethical

constraints;
 The « declining state »; no growth, no steady-state economy

but degrowth. “[…] not only growth, but also a zero-growth state, 
nay, even a declining state which does not converge toward annihilation, 
cannot exist forever in a finite environment.”

 The distribution of matter-energy resources at a global level
(global justice).

III. Georgescu-Roegen’s ethics: some main features
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 What are the challenges?
 To ensure a good life for all within planetary 

boundaries (Rockström et alii, 2009);
 To stay within a safe and just operating space for 

humanity (Raworth, 2017).
 Basically, the real challenge for economics is:
 To redefine its ultimate purpose - the conservation of 

the human species over a long period of time - while 
remaining in solidarity with the biosphere 
(interdependencies).

 The enjoyment of life (immaterial flow) + to do with 
less (« less is more ») 

IV. Bioeconomic ethics: a new ethics for degrowth 
perspectives



 First of all, it is necessary to adopt a holistic ecological 
approach that questions the habitability of the 
biosphere. 

 We find it in N. Georgescu-Roegen’s work:
An ethics which is open to the biosphere (links 
between transformations of Nature and the evolution 
of societies) and where moral actions must aim at 
its protection over time (ethics of limits).
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IV. Bioeconomic ethics: a new ethics for degrowth 
perspectives



 Second, the ethics of limits implies moving towards an 
economy of sufficiency to access a good life for all 
over a long time (historical time).

 This is a necessary condition for the prior redistribution 
of wealth on the scale of the biosphere in order to be 
able to distribute goods and ills more fairly among the 
inhabitants of the planet (global justice). 

 The implementation of resource conservation 
strategies to preserve the quality of life of future 
generations is a path that implies limiting the needs, but 
not the well-being, of the better-off present generations.
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IV. Bioeconomic ethics: a new ethics for degrowth 
perspectives
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 Bioeconomic ethics:
 A new vision of the relationship to nature (interdependencies; 

co-evolution paths)
 An historical time (irreversibility, qualitative changes, evolution 

with new structures)
 A global justice (distribution of resources at 

intra/intergenerational levels)
 Design of bioeconomic policies for degrowth strategies:

 Justice and ecological goals have to be linked
 Ecological salvation of the human species is supported by the 

links with the biosphere
 Nature conservation strategies focusing on interdependencies 
 Evolution paths for slowing down and downscaling the 

economic process (production and consumption) ; energy and 
material efficiency, substitutions…

IV. Bioeconomic ethics: a new ethics for degrowth 
perspectives



Bioeconomic program (1975, 1978)

 2 principles: maximising the life span of the human
species + minimising regrets (to do with less + 
conservation strategies)

 Some proposals:
 No military expenditures (no weapons)
 To reduce waste of energy
 Durability of goods: repairable; “to despise fashion”; 

no futile goods 
 To help developing countries to arrive at a good life 

(« not luxurious »)
 To reduce our « addiction to exosomatic comfort »
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To conclude:

 Bioeconomic ethics is fully compatible with a 
degrowth economic perspective (biophysical limits to 
the expansion of material production)

 It can help to build an ecological and just transition.
 Ethics for degrowth has to combine 3 pillars:
 Fairness, sufficiency and ecological sustainability 
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